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WRITING POLICY
1. MISSION STATEMENT
At Our Lady and St. Hubert’s (OLSH) we firmly believe that literacy, through both written and oral communication, is
fundamental to educational progress, social integration, personal growth and to the development of literate citizens
who have a love of literacy. We believe that it is the right of every child to become a competent and confident user of
the English language, so that they are able to live, work and succeed in a literate world. We aim to equip our children
with the skills, knowledge and experiences they need to use spoken and written language effectively. We want our
children to experience a wide range of both spoken and written English. Children with Special Educational Needs and
those with English as an Additional Language will be given specialist support, which will enable them to access the
language curriculum so that they can fulfil their unique potential and make the most of their God-given talents. EAL
children’s expertise in their first language will also be valued and respected. Throughout their time in our school all
children will be supported and encouraged to fulfil and make the most of their individual God-given talents. Our
mission statement underpins all that we do at OLSH and reflects our Christ centred values and principles: “At Our Lady
and St. Hubert’s home school and parish work together as we grow and learn knowing that God is with us in all we
do.”
Our writing policy was formulated by staff to explain existing practice and to support teachers who are new to the
school or a year group. The policy illustrates the importance literacy is given within the school and the priority we give
to writing. The policy reflects the inclusivity of our school as seen in our inclusion statement,
“Our Lady and St Hubert’s is an inclusive school guided by the Gospel values that are expressed in our school aims
and governors’ ethos statement. These aims promote inclusive education in its widest sense in all areas of school
life.”

2. AIMS
By teaching through a broad and thematic curriculum, we aim to develop pupils’ abilities within an integrated program
of Speaking & Listening, Reading & Writing. Pupils will be given opportunities to interrelate the requirements of English
within a broad and balanced approach to the teaching of English across the curriculum, with opportunities to
consolidate and reinforce taught literacy skills.
Writing aims:
- To develop an enjoyment of writing.
- To develop confidence in written and oral communication.
- To use writing and speaking as outlets for expression.
- To write and speak for a range of purposes and audiences.
- To develop life skills.
- Read and write with confidence, fluency and understanding, orchestrating a range of independent
strategies to self-monitor and correct.
- have an interest in books and read for enjoyment
- Have an interest in words, their meanings; developing a growing vocabulary in spoken and written forms.
- To develop the powers of imagination, inventiveness and critical awareness.
- Have a suitable technical vocabulary to articulate their responses and ideas.
- To explore language and writing in English and in home languages
Writing objectives for pupils:
- Children are engaged and enjoy writing.
- Children present written work to an exemplary standard
- Children produce legible, intelligible and accurate writing.
- Children connect with each of the 6C’s through our curriculum, interleaving writing as a form of expression
- Children are able to write for a range of purposes in a way that engages the reader.

3. TIME ALLOCATION
English lessons should be taught on a daily basis, with lessons incorporating all aspects outlined in the long term
planning of each year group. Extended Writing must occur on a regular basis (often once a week) in KS1 and KS2.
Reception should have at least one extended opportunity for the development of writing weekly. Pre-School learn to
write through purposeful play base, targeted activities.
Teachers should also seek to provide opportunities for extended writing in other areas on a regular basis e.g. non
chronological reports through Project Based Learning or explanations through Science.

4. PLANNING GUIDELINES FOR LITERACY WITHIN THE CURRICULUM
Statutory Requirements:
Statutory requirements for the teaching and learning of English are laid out in the National Curriculum English
Document (2014) and in the Communication, Language and Literacy section of the Curriculum Guidance for the
Foundation Stage (2016).
In the EYFS (Pre-School and Reception) writing should be developed:
• Through the use of play and structured activities provided, covering Early Years Outcomes Early Learning Goals
as set out in the Foundation Stage Curriculum.
• By planning for and providing a wide range of stimulating opportunities for children to develop their speaking
and listening skills.
• By introducing the teaching of phonics in Reception (and Pre-school where applicable) using a variety of
resources including RWI progression.
• Enabling children to develop their concentration skills through providing planned activities, both staff led and
child initiated.
• Providing an extensive range of literacy activities which will lay the foundations for the development of reading
and writing, including the use of Pie Corbett’s ‘Talk For Writing’
• Create a stimulating literary environment, both indoors and out
• Encouraging learning through exciting and stimulating themes.
• Providing well-planned opportunities for imaginative, structured play, making use of the many languages
spoken in the school.
• Encouraging children to frequently take books home to share with parents and carers.
• Reading regularly with the whole class, groups and individuals leading towards more structured reading
sessions in the later stages of Reception.
• Regularly assessing and recording the children’s progress to help inform teacher’s planning and to inform
parents about their child’s progress.
• Actively involving parents in the development of their child’s language skills.
• Using visual aids and ICT to support and stimulate the Literacy curriculum.
• Sharing writing done at home through communication books
• Providing opportunities for writing and writing resources around the classroom including role play
• Implementing principles and practice of Philosophy for Children
At Key Stage One (Years 1 and 2), children should:
• learn to speak confidently and listen to what others have to say
• begin to read and write independently and with enthusiasm in a range of contexts and for a range of audiences:
in Y1 this should build on EYFS principles and practice, moving towards a more formal national curriculum
approach in Autumn term
• use written and spoken language to explore their own experiences and imaginary worlds
• build on the RWI scheme
• develop their handwriting from pre-cursive, moving towards a cursive style using the school agreed style
• learn to spell an increasing range of words using progression outlined in National Curriculum common
exception words for phases
• develop a deeper understanding of grammar and punctuation, following progression in National Curriculum
(2014) and Grammar handbook for each year group

At Key Stage Two (Years 3-6), children should:
• learn to change the way they speak and write to suit different situations, purposes and audiences.
• read a range of texts and respond to different layers of meaning in them.
• explore the use of language in literary and non-literary texts and learn how the structure of language works.
• write consistently in a cursive style, initially in pencil and later in pen
• learn to spell an increasing range of words using progression outlined in National Curriculum common
exception words for phases
• develop a deeper understanding of grammar and punctuation, following progression in National Curriculum
(2014) and Grammar handbook for each year group
Detailed progression in grammar expectations, spellings, text type, handwriting and sentence construction can be
found in the long term planning documents for each year group. In addition to this, teachers should consider the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

English lessons should be appropriately differentiated to meet the needs of all learners.
Creative and innovative lessons should be planned to incorporate ICT and drama and the use of quality texts.
Opportunities for speaking and listening will be incorporated into the planning at all times.
Cross-curricular opportunities for writing must be planned for regularly.
How grammar can be taught discretely but still linked to overall unit of work or subject.

5. SPELLING
See spelling policy.

6. HANDWRITING
Handwriting must be taught following the pre-cursive and cursive School Handwriting Policy. Writing patterns and
letter formation must be taught and modelled by all staff in lessons, in marking and throughout the school
environment.
Also see Handwriting Policy

7. FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES FOR WRITING
Teachers should seek opportunities to enrich the writing curriculum and could consider:
-

Out of school competitions.
Writing area in class.
Website news updates.
Produce school newspapers.
Outdoor writing.

Gifted and talented:
Gifted and talented children will be challenged in class through work and encouraged out of school to write for
pleasure, including use of competitions.

8. DISPLAY
All year groups should have a working wall on which the learning journey of the text is displayed, from overall text
type/structure to final piece of independent work. Work can include:
- Structure of a text type
- Language features
- Grammar linked to the text
- Spellings or Common Exception Words
- Sentence construction work
- Modelled or shared writing

-

Edited work
Editing
Children’s example texts

All KS2 classes should also have a writer’s toolkit, containing aspects of generic writing (adjectives, alternatives,
punctuation work, common exception words, and exciting sentence types). VCAP boards in each class should also
reflect the vocabulary, conjunctions, adverbials and punctuation of the unit of work.

9. ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK
Work in books will be marked on a regular basis in line with the school’s feedback policy. In addition to this, children
will have opportunities to peer or self-assess their work – this includes:
- Editing using red pen
- Underlining of work using VCAP strategy
- Outlining what went well (WWW) and areas in which they can develop (EBI)
- Using success criteria to highlight areas of achievement within a piece of extended writing.
In extended writing, teachers should feedback to children through use of success criteria, highlighting targets that they
have achieved and selecting future targets. Independent extended writing should be assessed using year group
assessment grids. This should be done on a regular basis and be reflected in termly assessment judgements.
In addition to this, teachers should triangulate assessment data from exercise books (English, Big write and other
curriculum areas), half termly moderation and termly testing in grammar, punctuation and spelling and questioning in
class.
See Marking and Feedback policy for further information.

10. HOME SCHOOL PARTNERSHIP
Home school partnership books should be completed daily as reading diaries by pupils in KS2 and staff and pupils in
KS1. These can provide opportunities for writing for a purpose. Expectations are for accurate use of capital letters and
full stops and neat handwriting. Communication books provide a tool for effective communication between home and
school in children’s early years.

11. ROLE OF SLT AND WRITING LEAD
The SLT are responsible for strategic vision for literacy and for monitoring standards, progress and implementation of
policy. This includes monitoring termly assessment data, progress trackers and target setting, as well as regular book
scrutiny, lesson monitoring and planning scrutiny. Further support/monitoring will take place in weekly key-stage
meetings. The SLT and staff should be responsible for improving the standards of teaching and learning in Literacy
through monitoring:
• Being responsible for and monitoring pupil progress in their classroom and across school
• Provision of Literacy (including Intervention and Support programmes)
• The quality of the Learning Environment;
• The deployment and provision of support staff
• Work scrutiny
• Taking the lead in policy development
• Auditing and supporting colleagues in their CPD
• Purchasing and organising resources
• Provision of MFL in KS2
• Keeping up to date with recent Literacy and MFL developments
• Auditing and responding to pupil views on writing
• Planning for improvement based on the above

The Governing Body
Regular reports are made to the governors on the progress of English provision and to our Curriculum Governor. This
policy will be reviewed every three years or in the light of changes to legal requirements.

12. CONCLUSION
This policy also needs to be in line with other school polices, particularly the Reading, Spelling and Handwriting Policy
and SEN policy.

